Graduate Education and Policy Curriculum Committee

Members

- Margo Monteith  Psychological Sciences
- Jason Cannon  Health Sciences
- German Posada  HDFS
- Kim Buhman  Nutrition Science
- Stewart Chang Alexander  CSR
- Amanda Seidl  SLHS
- Nancy Edwards  Nursing
- Darlene Sedlock  Health and Kinesiology
- Jonathon Day  HTM
Accomplishments

• Development of course expectations for 698/699 research credits
• New system for course/program reviews (Curriculog) through to submission to the graduate school – faster approval
• Criteria for evaluation of graduate students in programs for Graduate School accreditation
Graduate School

• Graduate students will be paid biweekly starting in January
• Professional Development opportunities Graduate School offerings
• Graduate Diversity Visitation Program (GDVP)
  ▪ 13 HHS of 105 accepted students
• Summer Research Opportunity Program (SROP)
  ▪ 6 students
  ▪ Next year, college will cover 1/2 of $4,500
RESEARCH ADVISORY COUNCIL

Dorothy Teegarden
Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Programs
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Research Advisory Council

Members

- Don Lynam  Psychological Sciences
- Ulrike Dydak  Health Sciences
- Valerie Knopic  HDFS
- Qing Jiang  Nutrition Science
- Jason Clark  CSR
- Laurence Leonard  SLHS
- Karen Foli  Nursing
- Shirley Rietdyk  Health and Kinesiology
- Xinran Lehto  HTM
HHS Fall Research Day

Dr. Louis Tay and Dr. Jeffrey Karpicke
winners of the Research Achievement Awards
News

• HHS/Office of Undergraduate Research Scholars Program
• NIH visits
• IRB
  • Launch of BOX
  • IRB accreditation
HHS Research

Areas to Watch

• HHS Areas of Excellence in Research
  ▪ CEREBBRAL
  ▪ The Consortium
• Advanced Methodology at Purdue (AMAP)
• Autism Cluster
QUESTIONS?